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Abstract. It is shown that every unambiguous CFG with p productions has size at least 2p - 1. 
Theorem. Let G = ( N, ,T,, P, S) be an unambiguous and reduced [1, 2] context-free 
grammar generating no A. Let 
Po =Pn(Nx{A})={A, ->Al i=  1, . . . ,k},  
P\Po={Oj-~ ~j l j=  l , . . . ,  n} 




No= {A,, . . . , Ak}= {A e NIA--> A ~ P} 
+ 
NA={AeNIA~ A}. 
Clearly, No ~ N~ c N. Let P~ = P c~ (N~ x N*). We have Po c p~ c p and NA = 
The following statements are obvious consequences of the unambiguity of the 
given CFG: 
(1) If A e NA, then card{/3 I A- /3 e P~ } -- 1. 
(2) If Ac  N~, then 73a,  t: A=~-~ t~Afl (~+e~ means that every production used 
in the derivation is from the set Px). This is a trivial consequence of (1). 
(3) If A~,~ t~Bfl, then 73% 8: B~,~ ~AS. This immediately follows from (2). 
Let us describe a relation <~ on the set N~: 
, 
A <<- B if 3a ,  fl: A ".,aBe. 
PA 
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By (3), this relation is a partial order on N~. Consequently, we can distinguish two 
subsets of N~: 
Nmin= {A ~ N~, [--7=I B~ A, B ~_ N~ : B <- A}, 
Nmax= {A ~- NA 1-73B  A, Be N~ : A <~ B} (Nm~ equals No). 
We now have 
(4) 'CA ~ No =tB ~ Nmin: B ~< A, VB ~ Nmin =lA ~ No: B <~ A. 
From (1) and (4), we obtain 
(5) VBeNmmZl!C, . . .C,  eN-~:B *-'~. C~...C, 
PA\Po 
(3! means 'there exists exactly one'). 
Let d(B) be the derivation trcc of thc above derivation and let, for a trec d', 
Ad'={AIA is a leaf of d' and Ae  No}. Clcarly, Ad(B)={C~,.. . ,  Ct}. Let N® be 
a minimal subset of Nmin such that 
{A e Nol3B ~ N®: B <~ A}= No. 
It is obvious that m = card(N®) ~< k = card(No). 
We assume N® = {B~, . . . ,  B,,} and define a vector x = (x~,... ,  Xm) such that 
xl = card(Ad (B1)), 
x2=card(Ad(B2)\Ad(B~)), 
• m-1  
By the definition of N® we have x~>~ 1 (1 <~ i<~ m) and Y~=I x~ = k. 
Let us consider the derivation tree d(B1). If it has two nodes (not leaves) labelled 
by the same nonterminal, say A, then the subtrees having the roots in these nodes 
are identical. Thus, if we remove one of these two subtrees yielding a new tree 
d'(Bl), we shall obtain that Ad'(B1)= Ad(BI). Consequently, there exists a tree 
d®(B~) obtained from d(B~) in the above manner and such that Ad®(B1) = Ad(B~) 
and such that no two nodes being not leaves are labelled by the same nonterminal. 
Clearly, we can do the same with the tree d(B2). But, moreover, if a node (not a 
leaf) of d(B2) is labelled by the same nonterminal, say A, as a node of d(B~), then 
we can remove the subtree generated by that node obtaining a new tree d'(B2) 
holding Ad'(B2) ~ Ad(B2)\Ad(B1). It is due to (1) and (2) that the nonterminal A, 
no matter in what tree it is, can generate only one and the same subset of No. 
Summing up, there exists a sequence of trees d® (B1), d® (B2), . . . ,  d® (Bin) for which 
it holds that 
i -1  
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and such that no two nodes of the whole forest that are non-leaves are labelled by 
the same nonterminal. We now obtain the following statement: 
(6) : l a l , . . . ,  am e N~ such that Bi * ~ ai, 
/'~\Po 
lai] t> xi (i = 1 , . . . ,  m) and such that no two productions in all these derivations are 
the same. Clearly, a~ is the frontier of d®(B~). 
, Let P®(Bi) be the set of productions used in the derivation Bi ~p~\po a~. There 
is no element of P®(B~) used more than once, therefore, 
I~,I-IB, I= X (13'1-1cl). 
C"~ ~'e P®(Bi) 
Summing up, since P®(B3 n P®(B~)= 0 when i#j,  we have 
x (l~l-IcI)= :~ (I~,I-IB, I)~ k-m P®=,=I 
C~T~P® iffil 
As a corollary we obtain 
(7) Y (tY]- 1) ~> k -  m. 
C --, 3, e P® 
Next we shall prove that there must be a set 3'~,..., 7s of successors from 
(N ,  2~ )+\ N~- such that Y~=~ (I3'~1-1) I> m. Indeed, no nonterminal from N o is equal 
to S (because, by assumption, A~ L(G)). Therefore, each nonterminal from N o 
appears in a successor containing a symbol from (N u Z)\N~. Thus, if F is such 
a minimal set of successors that 
(i) VAe N o ~3,e F: 3' contains A and 
(ii) V3' e F/ i lX e (N ~ 2)\N~" 3' contains X, 
then: 
X (13"1-1)= X 
yeF  ~/eF 
(1~(~)1+ I-~(~)1- 1) 
= X IA(y)] + X ( [~A(3' ) [ -1)~m+ X (1 -1 )=m 
-?EF .y~r ?eF  
(A (X)=X when X~ N o and A(X)=A otherwise, further A(Y~r)=A(Y)A(~r); 
7A(X)=X when X~N® and ~A(X)=A otherwise, further ~A(Y~r)= 
7,,1( Y)~A( It ) ). 
Let Pr = P c~ (N x F). Since Pr c~ P® = O, we obtain 
is) X (13'1-1)= X (13"l-x)+ X ([Y]-l) >~m+k-m=k.  
C ~/¢P®wPr  C -*vePr  C--*y~P® 
This is just the statement of our theorem. [] 
Corollary 1 
IGI = ~ ICyl = ~ ( ly ] - l+2)= Y. dy l -1)+2card(P)  
C-* ~/~P C"~ 1'¢ P C--~,¢ P 
n k 
= E (l/3,1-1)+ X (O-1)+2card(P)~k-k+2card(P)=2card(P). 
iffil j----1 
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Corollary 1 says that, for arbitrary reduced unambiguous CFG generating no A, 
the size of the grammar (denoted by IGI) [2] is at least 2card(P), or, in other words, 
the average length of a right side of a production is at least 1. 
Example 1. Let us consider the grammar (N={S,  A}, Z ={a}, P={S-~ aA, A-> 
A}, S). It is unambiguous, it generates no A, and has IGI = 4= 2card(P). Therefore, 
our bound cannot be strengthened. 
Example 2. The grammar (N = {S}, E = 0, P = {S-~ A}, S) is unambiguous but gen- 
erates A. It has IG] = 1 = lcard(P). 
Example 3. The grammar (N  = {S, ,4, B}, E = {a}, P = {S --> aA, A-* B, B --> A, A--> 
A}, S) generates no A but it is ambiguous. It has IG] = 7 < 8 = 2card(P). 
Corollary 2. Let G be unambiguous and possibly generating A. Let S', _L be new 
symbols. Then the augmented grammar G' = ( N u {S'}, Y u {_L}, P u { S'-> S_L }, S') is 
unambiguous and generates no A. By Corollary 1, 
E I cl+ls's±l= T. 13,Cl+3~>2(card(P)+l). 
C -~ "y ~ P C -~ "y ~ P 
Thus, 
IGI= E I cl 2card(P)-l. 
C -~ ~/ ~ P 
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